INTRODUCTION

Mg
2+ block of NMDA receptors at resting potential plays a pivotal role in the correlated pre-and postsynaptic activity. 1, 2 Activation of glutamate receptors, including NMDA receptors, is involved in a variety of physiological functions, including in learning, sleep, phase resetting of circadian clock, and expression of clock genes. [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] Interestingly, a recent work shows that Mg 2+ block of NMDA receptors suppresses expression of a CREB repressor and is required for long-term memory formation in Drosophila. 5 Also, studies have demonstrated the existence of circadian oscillation of intracellular Ca 2+ ([Ca 2+ ] i ) signals in clock neurons and plant cells. [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] Membranepermeable form of rapid kinetics Ca 2+ buffer BAPTA-AM abolishes circadian rhythms of period promotor activity of cultured clock neurons. 20 A range of doses of slow kinetics Ca 2+ buffer protein parvalbumin (PV) expression in Drosophila induces period lengthening of behavior and cellular rhythms. 21 Although these studies suggest the possibility that NMDA receptor-mediated excess Ca 2+ influx at resting potential in the absence of Mg 2+ block could disrupt cellular Ca 2+ oscillations and lead to circadian rest:activity deficits, this possibility has not been tested.
The fly brain contains around 150 circadian clock neurons, which drive anticipatory activity peaks in the morning and evening in light:dark (LD) cycles. Morning anticipation is mediated by pigment-dispersing factor (PDF)-expressing small ventral lateral neuron (s-LNvs) (termed morning cells, M cells). PDF/PDF receptor (PDFR) signaling is essential and sufficient for morning anticipation, whereas dorsal lateral neurons (LNds) and the 5th sLN v are required for evening anticipation (evening cells, E cells). [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] A recent report shows a PDF-CLK feedback loop for maintaining normal circadian molecular oscillator in Drosophila. 29 M and E cells cooperate to control circadian behavior: flies with clocks only in E cells can drive morning behavior and M cells directly target E cells via PDF/PDFR signaling to control morning anticipation and evening phase. 30, 31 Dorsal neurons (DN1s) play important roles in rest:activity rhythms in Drosophila and some of DN1s could be the direct target of PDF. [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] PDFR belongs to the class II G-protein coupled receptor (GPCR) family. Strong evidence suggests that it activates cyclic AMP (cAMP) signaling, which can be modulated by GTPase Ral A. 37 However, other signals cooperating with PDFR signaling are at beginning to be identified. One interesting report showing metabotropic glutamate receptor (mGluRA) plays important roles in controlling cAMP oscillations in LNvs. 38 Reports also suggest that microRNAs (miRNAs) are likely implicated in regulating PDF/PDFR signaling.
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Statement of Significance
Circadian clocks are cell-autonomous anticipatory oscillators that interact with daily light:dark (LD) cycles and serve as a well-known regulatory network in normal physiology. Despite much knowledge about feedback loop of central clocks, how these signals are regulated and integrated to produce behavioral outputs is unclear. Here, we show Mg 2+ block of NMDA receptors plays a critical role in regulating diurnal behaviors. We find Mg 2+ block mutants are arrhythmic in constant darkness, accompanied with dysregulated morning and evening anticipatory peaks in LD. We provide mechanistic insight by showing Ca 2+ influx in the absence of Mg 2+ block binds to calmodulin, and likely modulates pigment-dispersing factor (PDF)/PDF receptor signaling by stimulating cyclic AMP (cAMP) phosphodiesterase, PDE1c. Therefore, Mg 2+ block is a critical modulator of the cellular Ca 2+ and cAMP rhythms.
Here, we show that circadian neurons express functional NMDA receptors. /CaM/PDE1c signaling at resting potential and regulate PDFR signaling.
METHODS
Fly Stocks
All the flies were maintained at 25°C (room temperature) with a 12-hour light/dark (LD) cycle. The following strains were used:
and UAS-PDE11
RNAi (#34611), and these lines were obtained from the Bloomington Stock Center. UAS-dNR1(N631Q) and UAS-dNR1 were provided by Dr Minoru Saitoe.
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Behavior Assays
Flies were entrained to LD cycles during their entire development, and newly eclosed adult males were placed in glass tubes containing standard food. Male flies (3-5 days) were used for testing free-running and diurnal rhythms of locomotor activity. Locomotor activity was measured by an automated Trikinetics (Waltham, MA) in incubators, as we previously reported. 44 Freerunning activity was measured over 3 days entrainment for LD and over 7 days for DD. Morning anticipation amplitude was measured in individual flies and was defined by the subtraction between average activity count in the middle night (between ZT17 and ZT19.5) and average activity count just before night on (between ZT21.5 and ZT24). For each fly, evening peak (evening phase) was defined as the highest 30-minute bin count during the evening or midday in advanced flies. Individual fly's morning anticipation amplitudes and evening peaks were then averaged and plotted as bar graph. Data analysis was done with the Sigma Plot and FAAS 45 software. Rhythmic flies were defined by γ 2 periodogram analysis with the criteria of power >20 and width >2.0 hours, without selection on period value.
Antibodies
Anti-dNR1 and dNR2 antibodies were gifts from Dr Ann-Shyn Chiang. Polyclonal anti-PDE1c and PDE11 antibodies were generated in rabbits against the C-terminal epitopes as follows: PDE1c, EQAVKDAEARALAT and PDE11, PTSTQPSDDDNDAD. The antibodies were purified according to standard protocols.
Cell Cultures
For embryonic neuronal cultures, we dissociated fly embryos aged 5-6 hours (at room temperature, stage 9-10) into 20 µL drops of culture medium (GIBCO), as previously described. 46 For neuronal cultures from pupal, we dissect out the heads from animals at the stage of 8-10 (50-78 hours after puparium formation), as previously described. 47 Briefly, after dissection, the heads were removed to a dish containing culture medium, and then the brains were removed and optic lobes were largely discarded in a 35-mm plastic dish. The brains were then incubated in papain (50 U/mL) for 10 minutes at room temperature. Then we removed papain solution, replaced with culture medium, and the samples were centrifuged at 3000 rpm for 3 minutes. The tissues were then washed for three times. We then quickly dissociate the brain on a coverslip in 10 µL of culture medium and let settle in the CO 2 incubator for 30 minutes. The cultures were then flooded with 1.5 mL of culture medium and kept in the incubator at 5% CO 2 incubator. Twenty-four hours later, we added 0.5 mL of neurobasal medium (Invitrogen) to the culture medium (3:1 mixture of culture and neurobasal medium). We refresh the medium with 1 mL 3:1 mixture every 5 days. 47 In some cases, MK801 (20 µM) was added to the extracellular solutions. NMDA (200 µM) was puffed to the cultured neurons, as indicated in the text.
Electrophysiological Recordings
We performed whole-cell recordings in perforated patch-clamp configuration with adding 400-800 µg/mL Amphotericin-B (Sigma-Aldrich) in the pipette, as previously reported. 48 We took recordings from GFP-labeled DN1s from cultures 7 days after dissociation. [n = 13] , respectively). In current-clamp experiments, we clamped the membrane current at 0 pA. Resting potential was determined after stabilization of the membrane potential after the transition from voltage-clamp to current-clamp mode, and action potential (AP) firing rate was analyzed over the 3-minute period after the transition.
Calcium Imaging
The cover glass with cultured cells was mounted in a calcium imaging chamber. Fura 2 AM (Dojindo, Kumamoto, Japan), a membrane-permeable indicator, was used to monitor intracellular Ca 2+ ([Ca 2+ ] i ) of neurons with final concentration of 2 µM in extracellular solution. Cultured cells were incubated in the dye for 30 minutes at room temperature. Thereafter, cells were washed with dye-free extracellular solution and left for 20 minutes before an experiment. Fluorescence images were acquired with an inverted microscope (IX-70; Olympus Optical, Tokyo, Japan) equipped with a digital CCD camera (C4742-95-12NRB; Hamamatsu Photonics, Hamamatsu, Japan). We used a high-speed scanning polychromatic light source (C7773; Hamamatsu Photonics) for alternate excitations at two wavelengths of 340 and 380 nm. We measured the fluorescence intensities at both wavelengths (F340 and F380) every 0.5 second, and images were obtained using PC-based software (Aquacosmos version 1.2; Hamamatsu Photonics). The ratio between the two was proportional to [Ca 2+ ] i of the neuron under study.
Imaging and Immunoblot Analyses
Neuronal cultures on day 7-10 were rinsed with PBS, fixed with 4% formaldehyde in PBS for 7-10 minutes, blocked for 30-60 minutes, then incubated with primary antibody overnight at 4°C, as previously reported. 48 Antibodies were used at the following concentrations: dNR1 (1:500) and dNR2 (1:500).
Immunoblot analyses were performed with standard procedures. Primary antibodies, including anti-PDE1c (1:500), anti-PDE11 (1:500), and syntaxin (syn, 1:100, DSHB), were used to detect relative protein levels.
Confocal Microscopy
For fly brain imaging, adult brains (genotypes as indicated in the text) were dissected in phosphate buffer (0.1 M, pH 7.2) and fixed for 20 minutes in 4% paraformaldehyde. The isolated brains then were washed three times in 2% Triton X-100 in phosphate buffer for 10 minutes. Images were obtained on a Leica SP5 confocal microscope. To show most GFP-positive neurons were driven by tim-GAL4, pdf-GAL4, or pdfr-GAL4, confocal z-stack images with intervals of 3 µm were obtained and further processed by Imaris software.
Statistical Analysis
Data are presented here as mean ± SEM, unless otherwise specified. We used student's t tests for the comparisons of two groups of normally distributed data. For multiple (over two) comparisons, ANOVA tests followed by post hoc Tukey were performed using SPSS software. Statistical significance was set at *p <.05.
RESULTS
Rest: Activity Rhythms Are Disrupted in Transgenic Flies Expressing dNR1(N631Q)
Reports have shown that NMDA activation regulates the phase resetting of biological clock within the mammalian suprachiasmatic nucleus. 8, 9 To try to better understand the role of NMDA receptors in regulating circadian behavior, we used Mg 2+ block site mutant (dNR1(N631Q)) flies to investigate the possible effects of uncorrelated receptor activation on circadian behavior. 5 Flies bearing UAS-dNR1(N631Q) or UAS-dNR1 transgenes were crossed to elav-GAL4 flies: elav-GAL4>UAS-dNR1(N631Q) (elav>dNR1(N631Q)) or elav-GAL4>UAS-dNR1 (elav>dNR1). We then check their circadian rest:activity rhythms of adult flies under DD. dNR1 overexpression flies (elav;dNR1) showed no obvious phenotypes under DD, with a mild period lengthening less than 0.4 hour (Table 1) . Strikingly, dNR1(N631Q)-expressing flies (elav>dNR1(N631Q)) showed phenotypes under DD: these flies were completely arrhythmic, while the control lines exhibited normal rhythmic behavior. To test whether endogenous NMDA receptors are essential for circadian rest:activity rhythms, we also conducted behavior assays using elav>dNR1-RNAi flies. Our results showed that almost half (~48%) of loss-of-function mutants were arrhythmic under DD, and rhythmic ones had a 23.5-hour period phenotype (Table 1) . These results suggest that Mg 2+ block of NMDA receptors is essential for Drosophila circadian rest:activity rhythms.
Furthermore, we observed circadian behavior of elav>d-NR1(N631Q) flies under LD cycles. As compared with control flies, rest:activity rhythms were also impaired under the LD conditions, but not as severely as under DD (Figure 1, A) . The morning anticipation amplitude was almost completely eliminated (morning anticipation amplitude: 21.0 ± 1.02 for elav; 2.5 ± 0.18 for elav>dNR1(N631Q); 13.5 ± 0.70 for UASdNR1(N631Q)) (Figure 1, D) . But the evening activity peak was still present (Figure 1, A) , suggesting that the molecular circadian pacemaker for evening oscillators was still present under LD. Notably, the evening peak phase was significantly advanced compared with control flies (Figure 1, D) .
dNR1(N631Q) Expression in Circadian Neurons Is Sufficient to Eliminate Morning Anticipatory Behavior
In Drosophila, morning anticipation behavior is directed by LNvs, the PDF-expressing neurons. Loss of pdf or pdfr leads to impairment of morning anticipation. [23] [24] [25] [26] 49 More importantly, the pdf and pdfr mutant flies also exhibit arrhythmic activity in DD, reduced morning anticipation, and advanced evening peak phase in LD. Thus, our results (Table 1 and Figure 1 ) suggest that the regulation of dNR1(N631Q) could be implicated in the PDF/PDFR signaling pathway. We set out to drive dNR1(N631Q) expression in subsets of neurons implicated in the PDF signaling circuits to try to find out groups of neurons involved in mediating rhythmic behavior deficits. Firstly, flies bearing UAS-dNR1(N631Q) crossed to tim-GAL4 showed arrhythmic activity under DD conditions (Table 1) . tim-GAL4 is expressed in most clock neurons (Figure 1,  E) . 50 In accordance with the arrhythmic activity in DD, these flies also showed much reduced morning anticipation and advanced evening peak phase in LD (Figure 1, B-D) . Secondly, we crossed UAS-dNR1(N631Q) transgenic flies to pdf-GAL4 flies to express dNR1(N631Q) restricted in LNvs (Figure 1, E) . In contrast, this tissue-specific expression had no obvious effects on circadian behavior under DD ( Table 1 ), indicating that eliminating morning anticipation by dNR1(N631Q) expression could be mediated by PDF-negative circadian neurons, not LNvs. Interestingly, flies with dNR1(N631Q) expression in PDFR-expressing neurons (driven by pdfr-GAL4, which was expressed in some of circadian neurons, as shown in Figure 1 , E) became arrhythmic in DD and showed loss of anticipating light-on signal behaviors (Table 1 and Figure 1, D) , supporting the idea that dNR1(N631Q) expression could be implicated in regulating PDF/PDFR signaling. Given previous reports showing that PDF neurons (s-LNvs) project to DN1s, which may be the direct targets of PDF, 34, 51 we used the Clk4.1M-GAL4 driver 34 to express dNR1(N631Q) specifically in DN1s. Unexpectedly, flies with dNR1(N631Q) expression in DN1s exhibited generally normal rhythmic behavior in DD and LD SLEEP, Vol. 40 ( Table 1 and Figure 1 , B and D), suggesting that dNR1(N631Q) expression in DN1s is not sufficient to disrupt circadian behavior. Downregulation of dNR1 expression in DN1s (Clk4.1M-GAL4>dNR1 RNAi ) has little effects on rhythmic behavior in DD. However, decreasing dNR1 expression in most circadian neurons (tim-GAL4) or PDFR-expressing neurons (pdfr-GAL4) by dsRNA expression could also lead to arrhythmic behavior under DD (Table 1) , similar to those observed when using elav-GAL4, indicating that NMDA receptors in PDFR-expressing circadian neurons were required for circadian rhythmicity. Our results demonstrate that dNR1(N631Q) expression in circadian tissues or PDFR-expressing neurons is sufficient to dampen rhythmic activity in both DD and LD conditions.
Mg
2+ Block on NMDA Receptors Was Abolished By dNR1(N631Q) Expression in Two Different Cell Cultures
Two families of dNMDA receptor subtypes have been characterized: dNR1 and dNR2.
6,52 dNR1 and dNR2 are reported to be expressed in most neurons in the adult brain, and dNR1 alone can form a homomeric functional receptor. 6 Given expression of dNR1(N631Q) in clock neurons disrupted rhythmic behavior, we asked whether there are endogenous dNR1 and dNR2 subunits expressed in clock neurons. DN1s could be involved in the rhythmic behavior deficits since they receive PDF signal released from s-LNvs, although we showed dNR1(N631Q) expression in DN1s are not sufficient to dramatically impair rhythmic behavior. So we chose DN1s for the following imaging and electrophysiological recordings. Our results showed some DN1s were labeled by GFP driven by Clk4.1M-GAL4 in embryonic neuronal cultures (Figure 2, A) . Moreover, dNR1 and dNR2 are expressed in most cultured neurons, including in DN1s (Figure 2, A) . Note that although Clk4.1M-GAL4 driver is believed to be expressed in adults, culture stages and animal ages are not comparable in this case. 34 Next, we attempted to test whether endogenous dNMDA receptors are functional in the embryonic primary cultured Figure 2 , B, external Mg 2+ also blocked NMDA receptor-mediated currents in DN1s with overexpression of dNR1. In contrast, Mg 2+ block of NMDAinduced currents were abolished in DN1s with expression of dNR1(N631Q). Note that NMDA-induced currents were suppressed by MK801 in both cases (Figure 2 , B and C).
Clk4.1M-GAL4>UAS-dNR1(N631Q);UAS-GFP (Clk4.1M> GFP;dNR1(N631Q)). As shown in
We also used primary neuronal cultures from late-stage Drosophila pupae to test functional NMDA receptors in DN1s. We obtained similar results as in embryonic cultures, showing that NMDA induced obvious currents from DN1s, which was blocked by external Mg 2+ . Mg 2+ block of NMDAinduced currents were also abolished in DN1s by expression of dNR1(N631Q) (Figure 2, D and E) . Moreover, whole-cell current-clamp recordings revealed spontaneous action potential (AP) firing of DN1s in control and dNR1(N631Q) expression lines (Figure 2, F) . Although expressing dNR1(N631Q) did not depolarize the cell resting potential (p = .053), it significantly increased AP firing frequency (Figure 2, F-H) . These results demonstrated that Mg 2+ block effects on NMDA receptor at resting potential were removed by dNR1(N631Q) expression, which also increased neuronal baseline firing rate.
Functional Expression of PV Ca 2+ Buffer Protein Restored Impaired Rhythmic Behavior in dNR1(N631Q)-Expressing Flies
To confirm that dNR1(N631Q) expression can abolish Mg 2+ block effects in most neurons, we used elav-GAL4 to drive dNR1(N631Q) expression in most neurons, labeled with GFP 
dNR1(N631Q) expression in most neurons (elav-GAL4; UAS-dNR1(N631Q), indicated as elav>dNR1(N631Q)) disrupted morning activity peak anticipating the light-on signal, and advanced evening activity peak anticipating the light-off signal. Control lines are elav-GAL4 (elav) and UAS-dNR1(N631Q) (dNR1(N631Q)). (B) Normalized average locomotor activity under LD conditions of flies overexpressing dNR1(N631Q) in subgroup of DN1s (with Clk4.1M-GAL4). No obvious changes in circadian behaviors were found, as compared with control line (Clk4.1M-GAL4). (C) Shows normalized average locomotor activity under LD conditions of flies expressing dNR1(N631Q) in all circadian neurons (driven by tim-GAL4). These flies phenocopied elav>dNR1(N631Q) mutant flies. (D)
Quantification of morning anticipation and evening phase. Evening peak phase and morning anticipation were determined in individual flies (see Methods). Individual fly anticipations were then averaged, and then these averages were shown in the bar graphs. Overexpression of dNR1(N631Q) in all neurons (driven by elav-GAL4), circadian neurons (driven by tim-GAL4) or PDFR-expressing neurons (driven by pdfr-GAL4) disrupted morning anticipation and evening peak phase, while dNR1(N631Q) overexpression in subgroup of DN1s (driven by Clk4.1M-GAL4) has little effects in these rhythm behaviors. (E) Expression patterns driven by tim-GAL4, pdf-GAL4, and pdfr-GAL4 in the fly brains, as visualized with CD8::GFP reporter. Note that tim-GAL4 was expressed in most circadian neurons, pdf-GAL4 was restricted in PDF neurons, and pdfr-GAL4 was expressed in many circadian tissues, including DNs, PDF, neurons, neurons in pars intercerebralis (PI), and ellipsoid body (EB). ***p < .001, as determined by post hoc Tukey's multiple comparison tests after one-way ANOVA. n.s., not significant at the 0.05 level, n = 21-34. SLEEP, Vol. 40 , while ~96% neurons showed no response to NMDA with wild-type dNR1 expression (elav>dNR1;GFP) (Figure 3, A) . These results support the fact that dNR1(N631Q) expression suppresses Mg 2+ block in most neurons.
Expression of PV, a high-affinity Ca 2+ buffer protein, is reported to be effective on reducing [Ca 2+ ] i levels in flies. 21 We set out to check whether PV expression can restore uncorrelated aberrant Ca 2+ influx mediated by dNR1(N631Q) expression. We expressed UAS-dNR1(N631Q) and UAS-PV (multiple transgene insertions, 2× or 4×) transgenes in neurons driven by To test the hypothesis that PV expression restores impaired circadian behavior in tim>dNR1(N631Q) mutants, we expressed two doses of PV (2× and 4×) in circadian neurons by using tim-GAL4 driver transgene. In LD, driving dNR1(N631Q) expression in circadian neurons (tim>dNR1(N631Q);GFP) eliminated morning anticipation and advanced evening activity phase (Figure 3, C and D) , consistent with previous results. As expected, PV expression in circadian neurons (tim>dN-R1(N631Q);PV), with either two or four UAS-PV transgenes, restored morning anticipation activity and advanced evening activity phase (Figure 3, C and D) . These results support that uncorrelated [Ca 2+ ] i increase mediated by NMDA receptor activation in tim>dNR1(N631Q) mutants leads to impaired circadian activities. To identify downstream pathways by which dNR1(N631Q) expression impairs circadian activity, we tested for the effects of several CaM mutants on impaired circadian activity in tim>dNR1(N631Q) flies. We expressed dNR1(N631Q) in clock neurons that were also heterozygous for three different CaM mutants. 54 The heterozygous mutations have no obvious effect on morning anticipation and evening peak phase (Figure 4 , A-D), and these were consistent with a previous report showing heterozygous CaM mutations expressed in LNvs had no effect on free-running period. 21 Expression of CaM point mutations (Cam 4c1 and Cam
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) significantly increased morning anticipation amplitudes compared to the line with only dNR1(N631Q) expression (tim>dNR1(N631Q)) ( Figure 4 , A, C, and D). In contrast to the morning anticipation phenotype, the evening phase phenotype was not completely restored by the heterozygous CaM mutations, suggesting that other signaling pathways could be involved in regulating evening phase other than CaM. We also included CaM n339 null mutant line, which are likely to have reduced cellular Ca 2+ buffering capacity. Similar to the two point mutants, tim>dNR1(N631Q) flies heterozygous for CaM n339 null allele showed restored morning anticipation, but not for evening phase phenotype (Figure 4, B and D) . In addition, tim>dNR1(N631Q) flies with CaM mutations showed much greater rhythmicity under DD as compared with tim>d-NR1(N631Q) line (Table 1) . These results demonstrated that reducing CaM activity preferentially restored morning anticipation amplitudes.
Ca
2+
/CaM May Act on PDFR Signaling Leading to Impaired Circadian Activity As stated above, dNR1(N631Q) expression disrupts circadian behavior may through regulating PDF/PDFR signaling pathway. Reports have shown cAMP is an important secondary messenger in the PDFR signaling cascade, and activating of PDFR elevates the cellular cAMP production. 23, 49, 55 PDE is a negative regulator of cAMP signaling, and Drosophila contains six genes that code for PDE. 56 These six genes have been classified into six families: PDE1c, PDE4 (DUNCE), PDE6, PDE8, PDE9, and PDE11, based on their sequence similarity to the mammalian. PDE1c and PDE11 are dual-specificity PDEs, which hydrolyze both cAMP and cGMP. More importantly, Drosophila PDE1c is reported to be regulated by Ca ] i signals play critical roles in circadian oscillation in mammals and flies. 16, 17, 19, 21, [58] [59] [60] [61] Moreover, Ca 2+ rhythms were observed in Drosophila circadian neurons in vivo. 19 Activating NMDA receptor with injection of NMDA induces phase shifts in mammals, suggesting that Mg 2+ block-mediated correlated activation of NMDA receptors could be important for regulating circadian rest:activity, but this possibility has not been tested before. Here, we used Mg 2+ block mutant flies in which NMDA receptors can be activated at resting membrane potential. 5 We demonstrated that Mg 2+ block mutants show arrhythmic behavior in DD and loss of morning anticipation in LD, which are similar to flies lacking pdf or pdfr. We found functional NMDA receptors are expressed in most neurons, including in DN1s. dNR1(N631Q) expression in all clock or PDFR-expressing neurons is sufficient to disrupt behavioral rhythms. Moreover, Ca 2+ influx through the mutant NMDA receptors at resting potential may act through Ca 2+ / CaM/PDE1c pathway to downregulate intracellular cAMP levels. We also observed increased baseline firing rate in dNR1(N-631Q)-expressing neurons, suggesting that circadian control of membrane excitability could also be dysregulated. Our results strongly suggest that Mg 2+ block of NMDA receptors plays a critical role in the regulating of circadian behavior and PDFR signaling, which increases intracellular cAMP levels by activating adenylate cyclase (AC) isoforms in circadian neurons ( Figure 6 ). 62, 63 By which mechanisms does uncorrelated NMDA receptor activation disrupt circadian behavior or PDF/PDFR signaling? PDFRmediated signaling in DN1s was found to be essential for molecular oscillations, rhythm behavior in DD, and morning anticipation in LD. 34, 64, 65 Our results showed flies with dNR1(N631Q) expression in most neurons (elav-GAL4 driver), all circadian neurons (tim-GAL4 driver), or PDFR expressing neurons generally phenocopied pdf/pdfr mutants, suggesting that activation of NMDA receptors containing dNR1(N631Q) subunits in circadian neurons may antagonize PDF/PDFR signaling. Interestingly, PDFR may activate AC3 and AC78C isoforms in LNvs and non-LNvs, respectively. 62, 63 Perhaps this information would help find specific circadian cell clusters involved in dNR1(N631Q) signaling by using the AC3/78C mutants. Moreover, examining the presence and amplitudes of NMDA receptor-mediated currents in cell clusters, especially in adult brains, may also help identify circadian circuitry of interest for subsequent studies. dNR1(N631Q) expression in DN1s (Clk4.1M-GAL4 driver) is not sufficient to impair circadian behavior, but it would be interesting to know whether dNR1(N631Q) expression in DN1s is essential for the rhythmic behavior deficits when using the tim-GAL4 in the succeeding studies. Our results demonstrate that Ca 2+ influx at resting potential (in the absence of Mg 2+ block) acting in part through CaM/PDE1c pathway downregulates intracellular cAMP, which is the downstream target of PDF/PDFR signaling. Reports have shown [Ca 2+ ] i could be an important signal regulating the activity of clock neurons by downregulating of Ca 2+ levels in both flies and mammals. 20, 21, 59 Our study in part builds on these studies and proposes an uncorrelated increase of [Ca 2+ ] i by NMDA receptor activation also impairs rest:activity rhythms. Downregulation of PDE1c rescued morning anticipation, but not evening phase, indicating PDE1c hydrolyses cAMP and disrupts morning anticipation, with little effects on evening phase. Reports have shown that PDFR expression in E cells could rescue both morning anticipation and evening phase in pdfr mutants, but not in DN1s. 30, 31 Thus, our data suggest that other regulatory mechanisms (other than CaM/PDE1c) could be implicated in the regulation of evening activity phase, especially in E cells. A recent report shows cytosolic that calcium increase may mediate TIM degradation through CaM binding, 61 suggesting Ca 2+ /CaM may also regulate molecular clock oscillations in circadian neurons.
Circadian clock tightly regulates sleep in part via controlling appropriate amount of sleep during the light and dark periods. 36, 66, 67 Disrupted circadian rest:activity rhythms in Mg 2+ block defective mutants may lead to aberrant sleep behavior. Indeed, reports have shown that NMDA receptors regulate sleep behavior in Drosophila and mammals. 12, 68, 69 Moreover, some PDFR-expressing neurons in Drosophila were found be involved in modulating sleep, including DN1s and central complex (CC). 35, 70 In particular, upregulation of NMDA receptor levels induced by sleep deprivation in ellipsoid body (EB), one of interconnected substructures in CC, contributes to homeostatic regulation of sleep. 69 These results suggest that NMDA receptor-mediated Ca 2+ influx in clock neurons also plays critical roles in regulating sleep behavior. It would be interesting to delineate NMDA-dependent circadian and sleep regulatory circuits, and explore the importance (or not) of Mg 2+ block of NMDA receptors at resting potential in Drosophila and mammals and more details about the interactions between dNR1(N631Q) and PDFR for subsequent projects.
In summary, our work demonstrates that Mg 2+ block of NMDA receptors is essential for normal animal rhythmic behavior. Suppression of Mg 2+ block disrupts morning and evening peaks in part by Ca 2+ /CaM/PDE1c signaling pathway, which is supposed to modulate PDFR signaling. mGluRA and miRNAs were also found to regulate PDF/PDFR signaling in PDF neurons and non-PDF circadian neurons, respectively. 38, 39 It would be interesting to determine whether glutamate receptors (such as NMDA receptors or mGluRA) also modulate VIP/VIPR signaling in mammal SCN, and their potential roles in sleep and circadian rhythms.
